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ABSTRACT: Processing of organic matter by heterotrophic prokaryotes regulates carbon sequestration in
the ocean, and thus influences the global climate.
Recent studies have begun to elucidate the remarkable
diversity of oceanic prokaryotes with estimates of
>1000 species or phylotypes in a single local habitat
and up to 2 million in the global ocean. However, how
this prokaryotic diversity and spatial heterogeneity in
their compositions contribute to regional variations in
major biogeochemical fluxes driven by heterotrophic
prokaryotes is still unclear. A new theoretical model
integrating the metacommunity concept with oceanic
biogeochemistry demonstrates that increased production of particulate organic carbon (POC) leads to increased efficiency of remineralization of POC in the
surface ocean, affecting the carbon export to deep
waters. This is attributed to flexible shifts in the local
prokaryotic community composition in response to
changes in primary production, which is facilitated by
the high degree of diversity in the metacommunity and
moderate immigration rates of prokaryotes into the
local community. By linking the spatial heterogeneity
of microbial communities to their transient dynamics,
a metacommunity concept will improve our understanding of the regional variability of biogeochemical
processes in the oceans.
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INTRODUCTION
Prokaryotic heterotrophs represent an integral part
of the oceanic biological pump that exports organic
carbon from the sunlit layer to the ocean interior
(Ducklow et al. 2001). This process contributes to the
sequestration of large amounts of carbon for up to
1000 yr in deep waters and influences the global car© Inter-Research 2008 · www.int-res.com
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bon cycle and climate (Sarmiento & Gruber 2006).
Heterotrophic prokaryotes control the magnitude of
vertical organic carbon fluxes through 2 fundamental
processes: dissolution of sinking particulate organic
carbon (POC) and mineralization of particulate and
dissolved organic carbon (DOC) (Cho & Azam 1988,
Smith et al. 1992, Nagata et al. 2000). Previous studies
examining the roles of microbial systems in carbon
cycling treated heterotrophic prokaryotes as a single
functional group, even though oceanic prokaryotic
communities consist of multiple species or ecotypes
with distinctive physiological traits (Cottrell & Kirchman 2000, Elifantz et al. 2005, Bouman et al. 2006).
Phytoplankton community structure and heterotrophic
activities of zooplankton and prokaryotes have been
considered to be important determinants of the fraction of export production over primary production
(export ratio) (Laws et al. 2000, Rivkin & Legendre
2001, Dunne et al. 2005), which are highly variable at
regional scales (Antia et al. 2001, Sarmiento & Gruber
2006). However, how community structure of prokaryotes may affect the regional variability in the functioning of the biological pump has yet to be explored fully.
Recent studies have begun to elucidate the remarkable diversity of oceanic prokaryotes (Giovannoni &
Stingl 2005), with estimates of >1000 phylotypes in a
single habitat (Acinas et al. 2004, Venter et al. 2004)
and up to 2 million in the global ocean (Curtis et al.
2002). Oceanic prokaryotic communities exhibit large
variations in composition at various scales in both time
(from days to seasons) (Murray et al. 1998, Riemann et
al. 2000) and space (from 10 to 1000 km) (Kirchman et
al. 2005, Pommier et al. 2005, Hewson et al. 2006).
However, other studies have shown that a certain
phylogenetic group is cosmopolitan (e.g. Pelagibacter
ubique [SAR11]: Morris et al. 2002, Pommier et al.
2005), suggesting that spatial variability in prokaryote
community compositions in general is less pronounced
(Green & Bohannan 2006). It is unclear how this
prokaryotic diversity and their spatio-temporal distribution patterns affect major biogeochemical fluxes
driven by heterotrophic prokaryotes in the oceans
(DeLong & Karl 2005).
High dispersal ability of prokaryotes has led to a
proposition that ‘everything is everywhere, but the
environment selects’ (reviewed by Fenchel & Finlay
2004, de Wit & Bouvier 2006). This concept hypothesizes that spatial variations in dominant members of
prokaryotic communities are attributed to environmental heterogeneity and its selection, assuming that
local community members including rare groups vary
little globally. It has been speculated that rapid temporal shifts of dominant members in response to local
environmental changes are achieved by rapid growth
of rare groups (a ‘seed bank’) within a local community

(Pernthaler et al. 1998, Riemann & Winding 2001). An
alternative view is that high dispersal ability of prokaryotes allows immigration of various types of prokaryotes into a local community, contributing to the
maintenance of rare groups under suboptimal conditions. This mechanism can facilitate an adaptive shift
in community composition in response to changes in
local environments. The latter view (‘everything goes
everywhere, the environment selects’) represents a
kind of ‘metacommunity’ concept, which has been
developed in ecology during the last decade (Norberg
et al. 2001, Loreau et al. 2003, Leibold et al. 2004). The
key aspect of the metacommunity concept is that
spatially connected local communities with dispersal of
cells are capable of tracking the spatio-temporal variations in the environment by flexible shifts in community composition (Leibold & Norberg 2004, Kitayama
2005).
In the present paper, we hypothesize that both rapid
growth of rare groups within a community and immigration of various groups into a community facilitate
adaptive shifts of local prokaryotic communities to
environmental changes, which affect the major biogeochemical fluxes driven by heterotrophic prokaryotes in the oceans. We adopt a simple conceptual
model (Thingstad & Lignell 1997). Our aim is to illustrate this type of metacommunity thinking, which can
potentially link prokaryotic diversity, its spatio-temporal
distribution, and biogeochemical cycling. We do not
intend to provide a comprehensive model of oceanic
carbon cycling, which is driven by various members of
food webs (e.g. Sarmiento et al. 1998, Lancelot et al.
2000). Rather, we focus on a single compartment of
heterotrophic prokaryotes and try to extract essential
features of complex reality in order to help improve
regional models of oceanic ecosystems. By extending
recent metacommunity concepts (Leibold & Norberg
2004, Kitayama 2005) and models (Norberg et al. 2001,
Loreau et al. 2003) to oceanographic settings, we show
that regional diversity of prokaryotes and dispersal of
prokaryotic cells among local communities determine
the flexibility of local prokaryotic communities to environmental changes and act as a major determinant of
carbon sequestration in the ocean.

METHODS
Consider a local community of prokaryotes in a
homogenous water column of the euphotic zone (upper
200 m), where N ecotypes of prokaryotes interact with
each other competing for 2 distinctive pools of organic
carbon, POC and DOC. Prokaryotes exist either as
individual cells suspended in bulk water (free living)
or as cells attached to POC (attached); the latter are
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referred to as aggregates when considering POCprokaryote complexes (Miki & Yamamura 2005). Each
ecotype is suggested to have different strategies for
utilizing POC and DOC (Kirchman 2002), which can be
represented by the following 4 ecotype-specific traits.
Ecotype-specific traits for Ecotype j are the hydrolysis
rate of POC (hj), the fraction of organic carbon taken
up by an attached cell relative to the total hydrolyzed
POC (uj), attachment rate of free-living cells to POC
(a j) and detachment rate of particle-attached cells to
become free-living organisms (d j) (Fig. 1). Ecotypes
with low h j remain on the same particle for long periods, and the growth of ecotypes with low u j is highly
uncoupled with hydrolysis. Ecotypes with high a j and
those with high d j show preferences for POC and DOC,
respectively. Our model parameterizes the major processes involved in organic matter transformations in
the upper oceans (Ducklow et al. 2001): (1) DOC and
POC supply, as primary production; (2) loss by grazing
and sinking; (3) hydrolysis of aggregates, consumption
of hydrolyzed carbon by particle-attached prokaryotes
and DOC release; and (4) competition among all ecotypes (for DOC resulting in free-living prokaryotic consumption of DOC, and for POC resulting in aggregate
formation) (Fig. 1). Parameters in these processes
are based on empirical data: the growth efficiency of
prokaryotes (del Giorgio & Cole 2000), mortality of
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Fig. 1. Model flow diagram. AGG: aggregates consisting of
particulate organic carbon (POC) and particle-associated prokaryotic cells of Ecotype j (PA-P); FL-P: free-living prokaryotic cells of Ecotype j; L: loss by grazing; V: vertical sinking of fresh particles (POC) and aggregates; AF: aggregate
formation (colonization of fresh POC by cells); HY: hydrolysis
of POC; PC: prokaryotic consumption of hydrolyzed POC or
dissolved organic carbon (DOC), which results in prokaryotic
production and remineralization to CO2; DR: DOC release
from aggregates; SP: supply of organic carbon. Ecotypespecific traits of Ecotype j are as follows: hydrolysis rate of
aggregates (hj), uptake ratio of hydrolyzed carbon (uj), the
rate at which free-living cells change state into cells using
POC (aj) (attachment rate) and the rate at which newly produced cells on aggregates change into cells using DOC
(detachment rate) (dj)
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prokaryotes (Strom 2000, Grossart et al. 2003), maximum uptake ratio of hydrolyzed carbon (Smith et al.
1992), and the supply rate of organic carbon (on the
same order as primary production) (Williams 2000) (see
Appendix 2 for details).
Note that prokaryotic consumption of organic carbon
results in prokaryotic production and remineralization
to CO2. In addition to these local processes, consider a
regional process: immigration of free-living cells of
each ecotype from a metacommunity in which N
(= 1000) ecotypes with differing trait values coexist (i.e.
ecotype-specific parameters are assigned randomly to
each ecotype), at a rate of Im /N per ecotype per unit
volume, where I m is the total abundance of immigrants,
i.e. the immigration rate. Both local processes and this
regional process determine the abundance of freeliving cells at the next time step (the model formulation
is described in further detail in Appendices 1, 2, & 3).
In our model, the abundance of prokaryotic cells and
the concentration of carbon resources are changed in
a step-by-step manner (i.e. discrete time model). We
assumed the day as the time step, and therefore simulated the changes in the abundance of each ecotype
and the carbon fluxes on a per day basis. We assumed
the changes in carbon resource supply at t = 1000
(days): (sDOC, sPOC) = (10.0, 1.0) if 0 ≤ t < 1000, (sDOC,
sPOC) = (10.0, 10.0) if 1000 ≤ t < 1000 + Tbloom), where
sDOC and sPOC are supply rate of DOC and of POC (μg C
l–1 d–1), respectively, and Tbloom is the period of the
phytoplankton bloom in which POC supply rate is
high. A period of 1000 d is sufficient for the system to
reach equilibrium with low supply rates of DOC and
POC. To examine the effects of immigration (Figs. 2, 3
& 4), we first prepared 1000 metacommunities, each of
which consisted of 1000 ecotypes, the ecotype-specific
parameters of which (h j, u j, a j, d j) were selected randomly from uniform distributions. For each metacommunity, we examined the response of the local community connected with the metacommunity, depending
on the immigration rate.
In order to examine if the predictions derived from
the above model are robust or simply reflect the
assumptions embedded in the model, we constructed
alternative models using different assumptions regarding (1) mortality, (2) immigration processes, and
(3) the use of DOC and POC. First, we considered 3
types of different modes of mortality of prokaryotes:
density-independent mortality; ecotype-specific, density-dependent mortality; and non-selective, densitydependent mortality. Ecotype-specific, density-dependent mortality simulates the existence of ecotypespecific natural enemies such as viruses (assuming that
the abundance of the natural enemy is proportional to
the abundance of each prey [ecotype]), whereas the
non-selective, density-dependent mortality simulates
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Fig. 2. Effects of the immigration rate on β-diversity and shifts in community-averaged traits. (a) β-diversity is defined as
γ-diversity/α-diversity = 2 × (total number of detectable ecotypes before or after changes in POC supply) / (number of detectable
ecotypes before the changes + number of detectable ecotypes after the change). β-diversity is 1.0 when there is no replacement of
community members, whereas it becomes 2.0 when complete replacement occurs. We regarded ecotypes with relative abundance of > 0.1% of total prokaryotic cells as detectable ecotypes. (b to e) Community-averaged traits are calculated as the sum of
relative density-weighted traits of each ecotype. For (a–e), each square represents the average value from 1000 simulations using
different metacommunities, and each error bar represents the middle 95% ranges from 1000 simulations. For (b–e), the open and
closed squares represent the community-averaged traits before and after the change in POC supply, respectively. y-axis parameters are dimensionless
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Fig. 3. Effects of the immigration rate on carbon fluxes. (a) Prokaryotic production by particle-attached cells (PA-P). (b) Dissolved
organic carbon (DOC) release from aggregates. (c) Prokaryotic production by free-living cells (FL-P). (d) Sinking flux of particulate organic carbon (POC). For (a–d), each square represents the average value from 1000 simulations using different metacommunities, and each error bar represents the middle 95% range from 1000 simulations. The open and closed squares represent
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assumptions: (1) density-independent mortality rate
of prokaryotes, (2) a deterministic immigration and
balanced-emigration rate, which is common for all
ecotypes, and (3) no trade-off between the abilities of
utilizing POC and DOC.
We also examined the case in which the immigration
rate is different before and after the bloom, in order to
separate the effects of immigration before the bloom
and those after the bloom on the response of the system to the environmental changes. We set 4 scenarios:
the case with a low immigration rate (100 cells l–1 d–1)
both before and after the bloom (‘Low–Low’), the case
with a low immigration rate (100 cells l–1 d–1) before the
bloom and a high rate (106 cells l–1 d–1) after the bloom
(‘Low–High’), the case with a high immigration rate
before the bloom and a low rate after the bloom
(‘High–Low’), and the case with a high immigration
rate both before and after the bloom (‘High–High’).
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Fig. 4. Relative changes in major carbon fluxes in response to
increases in POC supply. (a) Difference in total prokaryotic
production (particle-attached plus free-living fraction of
prokaryotic production) before and after the increase in POC
supply. (b) Difference in sinking flux of POC before and after
the increase in POC supply. These differences were calculated as the values after the increase in POC supply divided
by the values before the increase. For (a,b), each square represents the average value from 1000 simulations, and each error bar represents the middle 95% range from 1000 simulations. The range between upper and lower dashed lines
represents the middle 95% of responses of prokaryotic monoculture community from 1000 simulations

the existence of generalist protozoan predators (assuming that the abundance of the natural enemy is
proportional to the total abundance of all prey [ecotypes]). Second, we examined the behavior of model
properties under the assumption of several alternative
regional processes. We considered both the deterministic and the stochastic immigration processes. We also
considered the cases with ‘balanced’ emigration, assuming that the total number of prokaryotes in inflow
is the same as the number of prokaryotes in outflow,
and the cases without emigration. In addition, we considered the cases with a common immigration rate for
all ecotypes and the cases with ecotype-specific immigration rates. Third, we considered the trade-off
between the efficiency of utilizing POC and DOC for
each ecotype, assuming that ecotypes with higher
hydrolysis rates have a low ability to consume DOC.
The following results are based on simple default

We investigated the responses of the local prokaryotic community to increases in POC supply, which are
representative of typical changes in primary production during phytoplankton blooms. We compared the
community composition before the increase in POC
supply, when the system had almost reached equilibrium in environments with low POC supply (1.0 μg
C l–1 d–1), and 100 d after the increase (10.0 μg C l–1
d–1), with constant supply rate of DOC (10.0 μg C l–1
d–1). We replicated 1000 simulations for each immigration rate using different metacommunities. The model
predicts that shifts in community composition, calculated by β-diversity representing the differences in
community composition before and after the increase
in POC supply, are greatest at intermediate levels of
immigration (Fig. 2a). This pattern implies that the
sorting process (Leibold & Norberg 2004), which selects
locally adapted ecotypes, functions effectively with
moderate connections among local communities, being
consistent with previous predictions (Loreau et al.
2003, Leibold & Norberg 2004). This shift in community composition does not occur completely when the
immigration rate is so low that adaptive ecotypes
cannot replace the community during the bloom
(100 d), due to their low density before the increase in
POC supply. If the immigration rate is very high, the
local community composition is largely determined by
the composition of the metacommunity independent of
the POC supply rate, and then no shift in community
composition occurs. The shifts in community composition are accompanied by shifts in community-averaged
traits, with intermediate levels of immigration (Fig. 2b
to e). Community-averaged values of attachment rate
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to POC (Fig. 2b), hydrolysis rate (Fig. 2d) and uptake
ratio (Fig. 2e) become substantially higher than the
values before the increase in POC supply, whereas
community-averaged detachment rate (Fig. 2c) does
not show clear changes independent of the immigration rate. These observations suggest that the increase
in POC supply results in dominance of prokaryotes
with higher attachment rate, higher hydrolysis rate
and higher uptake ratio of hydrolyzed carbon.
These shifts, in turn, determine the responses of
prokaryote-mediated carbon fluxes (Fig. 3); the degrees
of increase in carbon fluxes are largely influenced by
the immigration rate. In comparison to cases with very
low immigration rates, the degree of increase in the
particle-attached fraction of prokaryotic production
is much higher, with intermediate immigration rate
(Fig. 3a). This leads to a higher DOC release rate
(Fig. 3b) that, in turn, enhances the free-living fraction
of prokaryotic production (Fig. 3c), suppressing the
increase in sinking flux of POC (Fig. 3d). These trends
can be seen clearly when we calculate the differences
before and after the increase in POC supply (Fig. 4).
The degree of increase in total prokaryotic production
is highest (Fig. 4a), and thus the degree of increase in
sinking flux of carbon is most suppressed (Fig. 4b),
with intermediate levels of immigration (10-fold increase in POC supply results in only 6-fold increase in
sinking flux). That is, the adaptive shifts of the prokaryotic community lead to more efficient consumption of POC in the surface ocean, and a decrease in
efficiency of sinking flux of POC to the deep ocean. It
follows that the increase in the export ratio is suppressed, which generally increases with the primary
production (Laws et al. 2000, Dunne et al. 2005). In our
simulations, the export ratio before the bloom is 4.5%
and becomes 16% after the bloom, with intermediate
levels of immigration, whereas it becomes 25% with
very low levels of immigration. Note that these values
fall into the range of previous observations (Laws et al.
2000, Dunne et al. 2005, Sarmiento & Gruber 2006).
Extensive numerical simulations using various assumptions regarding mortality, immigration processes and
the use of DOC and POC revealed that our predictions
do not vary depending on assumptions. Generally, the
degree of increase in sinking flux of carbon is most
suppressed with intermediate levels of immigration,
although the degree of suppression depends on the
assumptions (from 6.0- to 8.8-fold increase in sinking
flux, in response to a 10-fold increase in POC supply)
(see Appendix 4 for details).
We also compared the adaptive shifts of the prokaryotic community with the responses of monoculture
prokaryotic communities consisting of 1 ecotype chosen at random to evaluate the effects of prokaryotic
diversity per se (Fig. 4). The region between the

upper and lower dashed lines in Fig. 4 represents
the middle 95% of responses from 1000 monoculture
communities. These results clearly show that the increase in sinking flux of POC induced by increased
POC supply is more strongly suppressed in communities with multiple ecotypes than in monoculture communities, whereas there is no clear difference in
prokaryotic production between them. These observations clearly show that diversity in the metacommunity
is crucial for the adaptive shift in prokaryote-mediated
processes.
In addition, we examined the time evolution of the
shifts in community composition and processes (Fig. 5a
to c). Intermediate immigration causes shifts in community composition shortly after the change in POC
supply (<100 d), whereas, with low immigration rate,
the shifts in community composition take place long
after the change in POC supply (>100 d). These results
indicate that the lower the immigration rate, the longer
the period for a system to achieve adaptive shifts
(Fig. 5a), to increase prokaryotic production (Fig. 5b)
and to suppress the vertical sinking of POC (Fig. 5c).
Previous studies have also pointed out that immigration rate determines the rate of adaptive shifts in complex adaptive systems (Levin 1998, Norberg et al. 2001,
Leibold & Norberg 2004). Additional numerical calculations show that growth-related parameters (Appendix 2), such as the maximum uptake rate of hydrolyzed
POC by particle-attached cells (uMAX), also regulate
the degree of adaptive shifts (Fig. 5d to f); higher uMAX
presumably indicates higher quality of POC. We found
that if uMAX of particle-attached cells is high, adaptive
shifts in composition (Fig. 5d) and in biogeochemical
processes (Fig. 5e, f) are achieved even with low immigration rates.
Results in Fig. 5 demonstrate that both rapid growth
of rare groups within a community and immigration of
various groups into a community facilitate adaptive
shifts of local prokaryotic communities in response to
environmental changes. Additional analyses of the
time evolution of the system reveal the relationships
between these 2 processes. We tracked the changes in
abundance of 1 specific ecotype with higher preference to POC, which can be dominant after the bloom
(Fig. 6a), and the temporal shifts in the sinking flux of
POC (Fig. 6b), showing that both immigration processes before the bloom and after the bloom contribute
to adaptive shifts in the system. First, immigration
before the bloom contributes to the persistence of the
populations of rare groups that are inferior competitors
before the bloom but superior after the bloom. It follows that immigration before the bloom indirectly facilitates the growth of these populations after the bloom
(Fig. 6a: High–Low scenario where the immigration
rate before the bloom is high but becomes low after the

Miki et al.: Prokaryotic metacommunity concept
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Fig. 5. Dependence of the adaptive shifts of the prokaryotic community on time and the growth parameter (uMAX). (a,d)
β-diversity, depending on time and uMAX, respectively. (b,e) Differences in total prokaryotic production before and after the increase in POC supply, depending on time and uMAX, respectively. (c,f) Differences in sinking flux of POC before and after the increase in POC supply, depending on time and uMAX, respectively. For (a–c), all values are from simulations using the same metacommunity (not averaged values). For (d –f), all values are averages from 10 simulations using different metacommunities (100 d
after the increase in POC supply). uMAX is the maximum uptake ratio of hydrolyzed POC and higher uMAX can be interpreted as
higher quality of POC, which results in higher growth rate of prokaryotes. Patterns qualitatively similar to the results for
uMAXwere obtained for the other growth-related parameter (kA, encounter efficiency between POC and cells; not shown); for
detail see Appendices 1 & 2

bloom), leading to the rapid shifts in community composition after the bloom and the rapid suppression of
the sinking flux of carbon (Fig. 6b). Second, immigration after the bloom directly contributes to the increase
in the abundance of such competitively superior but
rare groups, resulting in the rapid suppression of the
sinking flux of carbon, even if the immigration before
the bloom is low (Fig. 6a,b: Low–High scenario where
immigration rate before the bloom is low but becomes
high after the bloom). Therefore, either high immigration before the bloom or after the bloom is necessary for adaptive shifts in the system (High–Low,
Low–High, or High–High scenarios).

DISCUSSION
Our mechanistic model, which combines prokaryotic
diversity with major processes involved in interactions
between organic carbon and heterotrophic prokaryotes, has led to 2 conceptual advances in how to link

prokaryotic diversity with biogeochemical cycling.
First of all, it reveals distinct behaviors of prokaryotic
assemblage with diverse phenotypes from those without phenotypic diversity. Prokaryotic diversity allows
the local community to flexibly respond to environmental changes and affects the major carbon fluxes in
the ocean (Figs. 3 & 4). The mechanisms underlying
this regulation involve flexible shifts of physiological
traits at community level through shifts in community
composition (Fig. 2). Second, in addition to diversity
per se, application of a metacommunity model clearly
demonstrates that the spatial heterogeneity in community compositions and the transport of cells can be
key factors for flexible responses. They potentially
contribute to the flexibility of the local community and
positively affect the rate of flexible shifts in response to
environmental changes (Figs. 5 & 6).
Applicability of the metacommunity concept into
oceanic prokaryotes is supported by a few lines of
evidence. On the one hand, the marked variability in
prokaryotic community compositions, which has been
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Fig. 6. Effects of the immigration before and after the bloom
on the temporal changes in the abundance of 1 specific ecotype and in the sinking flux of POC. (a) Temporal changes in
the relative abundance of 1 specific ecotype with higher preference to POC (h = 0.9, d = 0.1, a = 0.9, u = 0.5), which is calculated by the abundance of free-living cells of this ecotype per
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observed in its vertical (Field et al. 1997, DeLong et al.
2006) and horizontal extents (Kirchman et al. 2005,
Pommier et al. 2005, Hewson et al. 2006), clearly supports the view of a metacommunity as the assemblage
of local communities with different compositions. On
the other hand, microbial ecologists only have limited
knowledge about how local communities are interconnected by the transport of prokaryotic cells. The transport of cells is most likely mediated by diffusion and
advection (e.g. horizontal movement of water masses,

upwelling, and vertical mixing), although aeolian and
biotic transport may also contribute to the delivery. We
would expect that the transport regime is highly variable in estuarine and coastal systems where diverse
microbial habitats are connected in a complex fashion
because of variable flows of water masses. In such
habitats, it is likely that the exchange rate of water is
too high to retain the spatial heterogeneity of bacterial
community compositions and to adaptively respond to
environmental changes. In the St. Lawrence estuary, it
has been shown that the rate of changes in bacterial
abundance due to horizontal advection and diffusion
reflects approximately the same rate of changes due to
local growth and grazing loss (Painchaud et al. 1996).
This situation would correspond to the case with a very
high immigration rate in our model, where the bacterial community is predicted not to respond adaptively.
On the contrary, in the Parker River estuary, it has
been shown that the distinct community composition is
maintained when the average time scale of bacterial
growth is shorter than the time scale of water exchange; otherwise, it is just a mixing of freshwater
and marine communities (Crump et al. 2004). In open
oceans and deep waters, mesoscale eddies might be a
mechanism that regulates the exchange of prokaryotic
members among local communities. To our knowledge, Spall & Richards (2000) provided a unique study
focused on the effects of mesoscale vertical and horizontal eddies on the distribution of bacteria by a realistic physical/ecosystem numerical model. Although
there are many studies on patchiness of phytoplankton
and bacterial abundance on the scale of 100 km (Robarts et al. 1996, Nagata et al. 2000, Martin 2003), only
a few studies have demonstrated the mesoscale spatial
heterogeneity in bacterial community composition (the
northern North Sea; Zubkov et al. 2002). These spatial
gradients at this spatial scale are necessary for effective advection and diffusion among local prokaryotic
communities by mesoscale eddies. The predicted importance of transport of cells strongly suggests the
necessity to evaluate the relative contribution of immigration and emigration to temporal dynamics in
prokaryotes compared to local growth and grazing loss
in the open oceans. At the same time, it should also be
noted that horizontal and vertical movement of water
inevitably transports, not only microbes, but also dissolved and particulate materials including DOC and
POC, i.e. major components of the carbon cycle and
other biogeochemical cycles. If the dominant processes
of transport of prokaryotic cells are mediated by water
movement, evaluation of the net effect of transport
of DOC, POC, and prokaryotes will be an important
step for future studies.
Extensive numerical simulations revealed that the
positive effect of immigration processes on adaptive
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responses of the system and the reduced efficiency of
the sinking flux of POC are robust predictions, which
do not depend on assumptions (Appendix 4). First, the
ecotype-specific, density-dependent mortality contributes to adaptive shifts in the system at very low levels
of immigration. This is because higher diversity is
maintained under ecotype-specific, density-dependent
mortality than under density-independent or nonselective, density-dependent mortality (Thingstad &
Lignell 1997). However, even under the condition in
which ecotype-specific mortality prevails, the immigration processes have a significant effect on adaptive
responses; a higher immigration rate leads to the
stronger suppression of the increase in sinking flux of
POC. Second, details in immigration processes do not
affect the responses of the system. Therefore, we can
argue that the average levels of immigration are the
important determinant of adaptive responses of the
system, although the details in immigration processes
are still unclear in natural systems. Third, the occurrence of adaptive shifts does not depend on the presence or absence of the trade-off between the efficiency
of utilizing POC and DOC at the individual cell level.
This is because the default assumption that free-living
(or particle-attached) cells utilize only DOC (or POC)
acts as a simple trade-off between the efficiency of
utilizing POC and DOC at the population level. This
trade-off at the population level is a sufficient constraint, which leads to the dependence of dominant
ecotypes on the relative availability of POC and DOC.
Therefore, despite the simplicity and uncertainty of
our model, the robustness of the predictions strongly
suggests the potential importance of prokaryotic immigration in carbon export processes in natural complex
ecosystems.
It should also be noted that the applicability of our
model and importance of prokaryotic immigration
largely depend on spatio-temporal scales of ecosystem
dynamics. At the global scale, carbon export under
long-term equilibrium is not strongly determined by
food web structures, but by nutrient import from the
land, atmosphere and deep ocean (Dugdale & Goering
1967, Eppley & Peterson 1979). At regional scales,
however, both import from the deep ocean and export
from the sunlit layer under a quasi-equilibrium state at
a 10 to 100 yr scale are influenced by the food web
structure in the sunlit layer, for example, by phytoplankton community composition (Laws et al. 2000,
Dunne et al. 2005, Sarmiento & Gruber 2006). Our
metacommunity model is applicable to ecosystem dynamics at this spatio-temporal scale, and will help to
understand the regional variability in vertical flux of
carbon and its temporal changes at short time scales.
Although we fixed primary production and did not
consider dynamics of limiting nutrients in this model,
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the impact of prokaryotic community composition on
carbon export would change the ratio between new
and regenerated nutrient supply and, in turn, affect the
phytoplankton community structure (Mann & Lazier
2006). The feedbacks between heterotrophic prokaryotes and phytoplankton, and those between remineralization and production processes should be considered
as a very important next step for developing regional
ecosystem models. Unifying them into general circulation models is also important for understanding nonequilibrium dynamics in the global carbon cycle.
Our prediction that the prokaryote metacommunity
can suppress the sinking flux of POC to a level substantially lower than that that would be expected from
increasing primary production is consistent with the
results obtained in recent iron fertilization experiments
(Boyd et al. 2000), supporting the hypothesis that
enhanced remineralization of POC by prokaryotes is
responsible for this pattern (Boyd et al. 2000, 2004).
Future studies should focus on shifts in prokaryotic
community compositions along with changes in carbon
fluxes in response to iron-induced phytoplankton
blooms (West et al. 2008). Other processes, such as
reduced sinking of phytoplankton cells and enhanced
zooplankton grazing, could also be responsible for
suppression of the increase in sinking flux of POC
(Boyd et al. 2007), although we assumed a fixed loss
rate of particles by sinking and grazing in the present
study. This implies that adaptive shifts in communitylevel traits of phytoplankton or zooplankton occur
in response to iron-fertilization. It is potentially productive for future studies to include metacommunity
dynamics of phytoplankton and zooplankton.
Our simulations suggest that both rapid growth of
rare groups within a community and immigration of
various groups into a community facilitate adaptive
shifts of local prokaryotic communities in response to
environmental changes (Figs. 5 & 6). In our simulations, after bloom, the particle-attached and free-living
production is about 0.30 and 1.9 μg C l–1 d–1, respectively (the averages for Im = 105 cells l–1 d–1). They are
equivalent to the production of 1.5 × 107 cells l–1 d–1 of
particle-attached cells and 9.5 × 107 cells l–1 d–1 of freeliving cells (we assumed 20 fg C cell–1: Appendix 2),
respectively. Note that adaptive shifts occur with intermediate levels of immigration, 105 to 106 cells l–1 d–1,
which are equivalent to only 0.1 ~ 1.0% of newly produced free-living cells. This range of the value would
not be too high, although we know little about the
transport of prokaryotes in oceanic environments. The
above calculations suggest that shifts in composition
are basically driven by the growth (autochthonous production) of rare groups within a local community,
which supports a view of ‘everything is everywhere’.
But the results also suggest that the immigration of var-
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ious types of prokaryotes is crucial for adaptive
responses to environmental changes, which supports a
view of ‘everything goes everywhere’ (metacommunity). Adaptive responses are facilitated by immigration processes after environmental changes, which sow
the seeds of adaptive ecotypes exactly when they can
grow fast and/or by immigration processes before
environmental changes, which help to maintain a seed
bank of adaptive ecotypes when they cannot grow sufficiently (Fig. 6). In addition, our model predicts that
the contribution of the immigration of cells to the adaptive responses of local communities is higher when the
shorter term responses are focused on (Fig. 5a) and
when the potential growth rate of rare groups are
lower (Fig. 5b). However, the results are not conclusive
about the relative importance of immigrated species
and the indigenous rare species (a seed bank) in natural conditions. In order to test the general applicability of the metacommunity model that we developed in
the present paper, future studies should examine
prokaryote fluxes at a species (or ecotype) level.
Although the link between biodiversity and ecosystem functioning has been a subject of considerable
debate over the past decade (Loreau et al. 2001), the
theory concerning the link between broad-scale diversity and biogeochemical cycling is still immature. This
is partly because biogeochemical cycling has been
explained and predicted by the black box approach or
compartment models without considering biodiversity
and spatial heterogeneity. Our results clearly demonstrate that predictions based on the metacommunity
model with flexible community traits deviate substantially from those obtained by adopting a conventional
black box model approach with ‘monoculture’ communities. Importantly, complex adaptive systems do not
always respond linearly to environmental changes, but
do behave nonlinearly as we found in this study, being
consistent with recent observations that indicate the
prevalence of regime shifts in a range of biological
communities including ocean, freshwater, and terrestrial systems (Scheffer et al. 2001, Scheffer & Carpenter
2003). The integrative strategy proposed in the present
paper can be readily applied to other systems (e.g.
freshwater lakes), providing a framework for a novel
research path to uncover the role of prokaryotic diversity in the regulation of the biogeochemistry of the
earth, and for a better prediction of ecosystem responses to environmental changes.
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Appendix 1. Numerical calculations
At the beginning of t-th time step, the abundance of freeliving cells and of particle-attached cells (i.e. aggregates) of
Ecotype j are set as F [ j, t] (109 cells l–1) and A [ j, t] (109 particles l–1), respectively. The concentrations of fresh POC and
DOC are set as POC[t] (μg C l–1) and DOC[t] (μg C l–1),
respectively. After loss events due to mortality (densityindependent; ecotype-specific, density-dependent; nonspecific density-dependent mortality; see Appendices 2 & 3)
and sinking, among the surviving fraction of free-living cells
of Ecotype j, the cells in fraction aj change their physiological state and become participants in competition for colonizing new particles (denoted as FtoA[ j ]), while those in the
other fraction remain in the free-living state and become
participants in competition for consumption of DOC (denoted as FtoF[ j ]). Among the surviving fraction of aggregates of Ecotype j, the fraction h j is hydrolyzed to smaller
molecules with efficiency eH, whereas the other fraction
1 – h j remains as aggregates (ASTAY [ j ]). Note that the fraction 1 – eH of hydrolyzed carbon is respired as CO2. Fraction
uj of the hydrolyzed carbon is used for production of new
cells (denoted as ProdA[ j ]) with efficiency eP, where e P
is prokaryotic growth efficiency. Note that fraction 1 – e P of
carbon consumption is respired as CO2. The unassimilated
fraction (1 – u j ) of hydrolyzed carbon is released as DOC
(denoted as ReDOC[ j ]). Among ProdA[ j ] plus cells originally attached on hydrolyzed POC, cells in fraction d j
change their physiological state to become free-living and
become participants in competition for DOC (denoted as
AtoF[ j ]), while those in the other fraction become participants in competition for POC (denoted as AtoA[ j ]). Appendix 2 summarizes the parameters, and the above variables
are calculated in Appendix 3.
Using these variables, we can calculate the changes in
prokaryotic abundance and concentrations of POC and DOC.
The concentration of fresh particles available for prokaryotes is calculated as follows (denoted as POCNEW):
POCNEW = particles surviving from sinking and grazing +
new production = POC[t](1 – m V – mG) + s POC
The concentration of DOC is calculated as follows
(denoted as DOCNEW):
DOCNEW = present concentration + new production +
j =N
release from aggregates = DOC[ t ] + sDOC + ∑ j =1 ReDOC[ j ]
Then, the abundance of particles colonized by the cells
of Ecotype j (ANEW[ j ]) can be calculated as follows, if the
Poisson process for the colonization is assumed and only
1 colonizing cell is assumed to survive on 1 particle:
ANEW[ j ] = abundance of fresh particles × probability that 1
particle is colonized by no less than 1 prokaryotic cell of any
ecotype × probability that the surviving cell belongs to Ecotype j =
i =N

(POCNEW /p POC ){1 − exp( − kA ∑ i =1 (FtoA[i ] + AtoA[i ]))}
×

FtoA[ j ] + AtoA[ j ]
i =N

∑ i =1 (FtoA[i ] + AtoA[i ])

where p POC is carbon content per particle.
i =N
This holds only if (POCNEW /p POC ){1 − exp( − kA ∑ i =1 (FtoA[i ]
i =N

+ AtoA[i ]))} < ∑ i =1 (FtoA[i ] + AtoA[i ]), because each cell can
colonize only 1 particle, and, in this case, the concentration
of fresh POC is changed to:

i =N

POCAFTER = POCNEWexp( − kA ∑ i =1 (FtoA[i ] + AtoA[i ]))
i =N

Therefore, if (POCNEW /p POC ){1 − exp( − kA ∑ i =1 (FtoA[i ] +

+ AtoA[i ]))} >

i =N

∑ i =1 (FtoA[i ] + AtoA[i ]),

ANEW[ j ] = FtoA[ j ] + AtoA[ j ].
In this case, the concentration of POC is changed to:
POCAFTER = POCNEW − p POC ∑

i =N
i =1

(FtoA[i ] + AtoA[i ])

The abundance of DOC consumed by the cells of Ecotype j (DOCuP[ j ]) is:
DOCuP[ j ] = abundance of DOC molecules × probability of
encounter between DOC and cells of any ecotype × probability that encountering cell belongs to Ecotype j:
DOCuP[ j ] =

i =N

DOCNEW {1 − exp( − kF ∑ i =1 (AtoF[i ] + FtoF[i ]))}
×

AtoF[ j ] + FtoF[ j ]

(A1)

i =N

∑ i =1 (AtoF[i ] + FtoF[i ])

If we consider the trade-off between the efficiency of
using POC and that of using DOC, the above equation is
modified as follows:
DOCuP[ j ] =
i =N
DOCNEW {1 − exp( − kF ∑ i =1 (1 – hi )(AtoF[i ] + FtoF[i ]))}

×

(1 – h j )(AtoF[ j ] + FtoF[ j ])

(A2)

i =N

∑ i =1 (1 – hi ) (AtoF[i ] + FtoF[i ])

This is the assumption that the ecotype with higher efficiency of using POC (i.e. the ecotype with higher hydrolysis
rate [h j]) has lower consumption rate of DOC; the ‘effective’
number of free-living cells is calculated as the number of
free-living cells weighted by (1 – h j ).
For both assumptions, the number of newly produced
free-living cells of Ecotype j (ProdF[ j ]) is:
ProdF[ j ] = pp–1ep DOCuP[ j],
where e P is the growth efficiency of prokaryotes, noting
that the fraction 1 – e P of carbon consumption is respired
as CO2.
In this production process, the DOC concentration is
changed to DOCAFTER, which can be calculated as:
DOCAFTER = DOCNEWexp( − kF ∑

j =N
j =1

(AtoF[ j ] + FtoF[ j ]))

Then, the abundance of free-living cells of Ecotype j is
changed to FAFTER[ j ] as follows:
FAFTER[j] = abundance of remaining free-living cells + abundance of cells coming from particles + abundance of newly
produced free-living cells + abundance of cells that could
not colonize fresh particles = FtoF[ j ] + AtoF[ j ] + ProdF[ j ] +
(FtoA[ j ] + AtoA[ j ] – ANEW[ j ]).
Similarly, the abundance of aggregates colonized by Ecotype j is changed to AAFTER [ j ] as follows:
AAFTER [ j ] = abundance of remaining aggregates + abundance of newly formed aggregates = ASTAY [ j ] + ANEW[ j ].
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Appendix 1 (continued)

The variables for the next time step [(t + 1)th] are calculated as follows:
POC[t + 1] = POCAFTER
DOC[t + 1] = DOCAFTER
A[ j, t + 1] = AAFTER[ j ]

F[j, t + 1] = FAFTER [ j ] +

For free-living cells, we assumed deterministic processes
of immigration from the metacommunity. Then, let Im be the
total abundance of immigrating cells. We assumed that the
relative abundances of all ecotypes were equal in the metacommunity, and thus that the abundance of immigrants
of Ecotype j is Im /N, independent of j. On the other hand,
emigrants from the local community were assumed to be
proportional to the local abundance of each ecotype. Then,
the abundance of emigrants is calculated as:

Im

∑

FAFTER [ j ]
j =N
F
[ j]
j =1 AFTER

Therefore, after immigration and emigration of cells, the
abundance of free-living cells (FBEFORE[ j ]) is calculated as:
F[ j, t + 1] = FAFTER [ j ](1 −

Im
j =N

∑ j =1 FAFTER[ j]

tion cases is the same as that of immigration. We also prepared 3 alternative assumptions for immigration. The first
case is that only deterministic immigration of cells are
considered:

)+

Im
N

(A3)

This is the case for deterministic immigration with ‘balanced emigration’, assuming that total number of emigra-

Im
N

(A4)

We also considered the case with the stochastic immigration
of cells:
I
(A5)
F[j, t + 1] = FAFTER [ j ] + m ε j [t ]
N
where εj[t ] is a random number from the range (0, 2), with
the average of 1 for each ecotype.
In addition, we considered the case that the immigration
rate depends on ecotype-specific traits. For example, we
assumed that the ecotype with a higher detachment rate
from particles has a greater dispersal ability among local
communities. For this ecotype-specific immigration rate, we
used the following equation:
F[j, t + 1] = FAFTER [ j ] + d j

Im
N

(A6)

At t = 0, the initial density of each ecotype is determined
as F[j, 0] = 0.01/N and as A[j, 0] = 0.0 for all j. Even if we randomly chose initial densities for each ecotype, the results
were the same as the deterministic case (results are not
shown). The initial concentration of POC and DOC (POC[0]
and DOC[0]) is 1.0 and 1.0, respectively.

Appendix 2. Parameter values used to run numerical simulations
Symbol

Definition

N
aj
dj
hj
uj
uMAX
mG
mDS
mDN
mV
eH
eP
pP
pPOC
kA
kF
sDOC
sPOC
Im
Tbloom

Number of ecotypes in the metacommunity
Attachment rate to POC of Ecotype j
Detachment rate from POC of Ecotype j
Hydrolysis rate of POC of Ecotype j
Uptake ratio of hydrolyzed POC of Ecotype j
Maximum uptake ratio of hydrolyzed POC
Mortality rate of prokaryotes and POC due to grazing
Coefficient for ecotype-specific, density-dependent mortality rate of prokaryotes
Coefficient for non-specific, density-dependent mortality rate of prokaryotes
Sinking rate of POC and aggregates
Efficiency of hydrolysis of POC to DOC
Growth efficiency of prokaryotes
Carbon content per prokaryotic cell
Carbon content per POC
Encounter efficiency between POC and cells
Encounter efficiency between DOC and cells
Supply rate of DOC
Supply rate of POC
Immigration rate from the metacommunity
Period of bloom

a

Maximum uptake ratio from POC is assumed to be <<1.0, based on Smith et al. (1992)
Strom (2000)
c
Grossart et al. (2003)
d
del Giorgio & Cole (2000)
e
Williams (2000)
b

Unit

Default

–
–
–
–
–
–
d–1
d–1(109 cells)–1
d–1(109 cells)–1
d–1
–
–
μg C(109 cells)–1
μg C particle–1
(109 cells l–1)–1
(109 cells l–1)–1
μg C l–1 d–1
μg C l–1 d–1
109 cells l–1 d–1
d

1000
0.0–1.0
0.0–1.0
0.0–1.0
0.0–uMAX
0.5a
0.1b,c
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.99
0.15d
20e
100pP
2.0
1.0
10.0e
1.0–10.0e
1.0– 9–1.0–1
100
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Appendix 3. Variables for numerical simulations
FtoF[ j] = Free-living cells that do not change their state

ASTAY[ j] = Aggregate not hydrolyzed

FtoA[ j] = Free-living cells that change their state to colonize
POC

AtoF[ j] = Particle-attached cells that change their state to
consume DOC

i =N

= d j( pPOC pP−1e Pu je H + 1)
i =N
× hj(1 − mV − mG − mDS A[ j ,t ] − mDN ∑
A[i ,t ])A[ j ,t ]

= a j(1 − mG − mDS F [ j ,t ] − mDN ∑ i =1 F [i ,t ])F[ j ,t ]
ProdA[ j] = Newly produced cells from aggregates
i =N

= p P ePu jeHhj(1 − mV − mG − mDSA[ j ,t ] − mDN ∑ i =1 A[i ,t ])A[ j ,t ]
−1

i =N

= (1 − hj)(1 − mV − mG − mDS A[ j ,t ] − mDN ∑ i =1 A[i ,t ])A[ j ,t ]

i =N

= (1 − a j)(1 − mG − m DS F [ j ,t ] − m DN ∑ i =1 F [i ,t ])F[ j ,t ]

i =1

AtoA[ j] = Particle-attached cells that do not change their
state

= (1 − d j)( pPOC pP−1e Pu je H + 1)
i =N
× hj(1 − mV − mG − mDS A[ j ,t ] − mDN ∑ i =1 A[i ,t ])A[ j ,t ]

ReDOC[ j] = DOC release from hydrolyzed POC

i =N

= (1 − u j) pPOCeHhj(1 − mV − mG − mDSA[ j ,t ] − mDN ∑ i =1 A[i ,t ])A[ j ,t ]

Appendix 4. General predictions do not depend on assumptions

Editorial responsibility: Hans-Heinrich Janssen,
Oldendorf/Luhe, Germany

1000

Sinking POC flux (%)

Extensive numerical simulations revealed that the reduced
efficiency of sinking flux of carbon due to adaptive shifts
in the prokaryotic community is a robust prediction, which
does not depend on assumptions (Fig. A1). The results
from these simulations give some implications for specific
effects of: (1) mortality, (2) immigration, and (3) the tradeoff. First, both the ecotype-specific, density-dependent
mortality and the non-selective, density-dependent mortality suppress the adaptive shifts at intermediate levels
of immigration (Fig. A1a vs. A1d,e,f,g). In addition, ecotype-specific, density-dependent mortality contributes to
the adaptive shifts at very low levels of immigration
(Fig. A1a vs. A1d,e,f). In other words, the degrees of
increases in sinking flux of POC are <1000%, even at
very low levels of immigration. This is because higher
diversity is maintained under ecotype-specific, densitydependent mortality than under density-independent or
non-selective, density-dependent mortality (data are not
shown). Then, the populations of ecotypes, which are less
competitive before the bloom but more competitive after
the bloom, are maintained before the bloom at sufficient
levels for rapid increases after the bloom. Second, details
in immigration processes do not affect the responses of
the system (Fig. A1a vs. A1b; Fig. A1d vs. A1e,f). Therefore, even if we do not know the details of immigration
processes, we can argue that the average levels of immigration are the determinant of adaptive responses of the
system. Third, the existence of the trade-off between the
efficiency of utilizing POC and DOC suppresses the adaptive responses of the system (Fig. A1b vs. A1c; Fig. A1f vs.
A1h). It is intuitively reasonable that the trade-off weakens the dominance of ecotypes with higher preference to
POC after the bloom.
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Fig. A1. Dependence of the change in sinking flux of POC on
alternative assumptions. (a) Default assumptions (i.e. densityindependent mortality [mG = 0.1, mDS = mDN = 0.0], deterministic immigration with balanced emigration [using Eq. A3 in
Appendix 1], and no trade-off [Eq. A1]). (b) Density-independent mortality, deterministic immigration without emigration
(Eq. A4), and no trade-off (Eq. A1). (c) Density-independent
mortality, deterministic immigration (Eq. A4), and a trade-off
(Eq. A2). (d) Ecotype-specific, density-dependent mortality
(mG = 0.1, mDS = 1.0, mDN = 0.0), deterministic immigration
(Eq. A4), and no trade-off (Eq. A1). (e) Ecotype-specific, density-dependent mortality, stochastic immigration (Eq. A5), and
no trade-off (Eq. A1). (f) Ecotype-specific, density-dependent
mortality, ecotype-specific immigration (Eq. A6), and no tradeoff (Eq. A1). (g) Non-specific, density-dependent mortality (mG
= mDN = 0.1, mDS = 0.0), deterministic immigration (Eq. A4),
and no trade-off (Eq. A1). (h) Ecotype-specific, densitydependent mortality, ecotype-specific immigration (Eq. A6),
and the trade-off (Eq. A2).
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